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Abstract

How is the body (re-)acting in a situation of being caught in realities between absence and simulation and his challenged analog presence? Dancing? 
Facing it’s own double as a digital shadow? Unspectacular everyday movements are suddenly interrupted by outbursts, manifesting manyfold tensions 
of nameless distances appearing, bridging gaps between the visible and invisible. Performer and Choreographer Daniel Aschwanden in collaboration 
with media artist Conny Zenk use practices like “face.scan”, digitally produced and graphically layered videos accomplished by an audio composition 
by composer Veronika Mayer to present large projections, referring to the practice of the selfie to approach the question, rather asking new ones then 
answering. The difference to the situative procedure of capturing ephemeral moments of depicting oneself consists in a performatively extended way of 
creating images by applying a slow-motion choreography of the smartphone across the face. One´s own image (recorded by the smartphone) is contin-
uously exposed and videotaped, a lively and durational extraverted selfie. It is strangely recompleting the face, deconstructed and parted by media. The 
gadget suddenly belongs to the face like a pair of glasses.
The use of the smartphone despite producing images continuously displays similarities with a microphone, and the images generated are constantly 
evoking the comparison with a spooky practice of x-raying oneself, producing a stream of data which again is read and visualised as an ever-changing 
grid, accumulating to layers of noise devouring the image, it’s source.
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face.scan 
The (videotaped) face scan by means of its own way of ongoing observation is questioning the media of photography as well as the spectator and his 
habit of looking. The use of the smart phone despite producing images continuously displays similarities with a microfone, and the images generated 
are  constantly evoking the comparison with a spooky practice of x-raying oneself.
The gaze at the screen has become more common then taking a look at the mirror in the morning at home, except you are alone in front oft the mirror. 
While taking a selfie you are always watched or at least someone could always be watching when you stream data into virtual techno-landscapes of 
gigantic dimensions, controlled by state agencies as well as multinational corporations. We are not just part of our personal networks but as well part of 
an invisible mass, following programs and patterns which define our behaviour. Our physical communication is ruled by scores to be fulfilled, predeter-
mined by the handling oft the gadgets which in such a way organize the body and gazes in choreographic patterns.
Formerly passive users or spectators have transformed into active participants of cultural production, Mirko T. Schäfer argues in his book „bastard 
culture“: „Participation has become a key concept to get a hold of extending new media practices. He describes the conseqences as an „extension of 
the cultural industries“. The most diverse user groups and practices are overlayed with eachother. It ́s this practice of overlaying the hybrid formats of 
choreographic interventions refer to, including users as well as the image-production of their smartphones.
We are not handling things anymore, we simply softsweep the screens of our smartphones says philosopher Bjung Chul Han in an essay, and so by the 
everyday use of the gadgets we exchange the dimension of former solidaric political actions with hypes short of breath. Such the mobile phone holds 
me as well as I am holding it.
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Technical Rider:
selfie shamansim
live performance 
*duration 25 min

setup:
* audience sits inbetween two projection screens and right in the middle of the performance 
space
* projection screen size for each screen: app. 5 meters to 3 meters or more
* projection screen is floor based and should reach a height of at least 2.5 meters
* simple lightning and for projection optimised - according agreement
* dual screen projection : different output on two screens
* ideal screen color or wall color: black

sound specification: (what we need)
* 4 single addressable speakers
* 1 Sub
* Mixer

projection specification: (what we need)
2 WUXGA projectors 1920*1080px
5000 ANSI-Lumen or more
HDMI or DVI cables

what we bring:
media server
external graphic card for multiscreen
multichannel sound card
smartphones, pico projector and audio-visual performance setup
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Laborsituation / Vienna
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Performance at Aotu Studio / Beijing
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Performance at Aotu Studio / Beijing
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Performance at LP Space / Chongqing
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Performance at LP Space / Chongqing
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Contact:

Daniel Aschwanden, Jaquingasse 4/12, 1030 Wien
dja@art-urban.org
+43 676 726 97 79
art-urban.org

Mag.art Conny Zenk, Alberichgasse 6/11, 1150 Wien
conny@gaffaa.net
+43 650 38 78 993
gaffaa.net
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Artists : Biography

Daniel Aschwanden, Swiss, living and working in Vienna, *1959.
performer, choreographer, director, curator
where art meets the social: performative interventions in urban contexts, hybrid formats of interventions in public 
spaces in Europe, China, Africa, stressing the angle of cultural exchange and communication using a variety of art 
practices. Since 2009 guest lecturer at the University of Applied Arts Vienna. 
Co-founder of content.associates, an interdisciplinary platform working on models of extending urban develop-
ment processes implementing art & culture, marking possible public space. 2013 expert for performance at the 
Social Design Studio / University of Applied Arts Vienna.

Conny Zenk, living and working in Vienna, *1985.
visual composer, video and media artist based in Vienna.
working with projection art in various scalings, specialised in mobile performances and laser projection using the 
body and digital gadgets to interact site-specific and with the urban. she is active as a visual performer who is 
highly interested in the process of composing and visualisation as well as visual live improvising with dancers, 
musicians and architects. by means of generative programs she creates abstract elements such as oscillating lines 
and surfaces, granular flickering, and stroboscopic impulses. she plays with the concept of perception and of what 
is not visible and combines methods of the digital with social and political phenomenas.


